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Buckingham palace, African Union, Sudan, Colombia, Sierra Leone, India, Kremlin, China,
ICC, Wikileaks,

This email is meant for Ivory-cost, in the first place.
It proves to be very difficult for me to get emails in Kenya or Ivory-costs, so please
make sure those parliaments receive my message.

I believe that Ivory-cost needs NEW Elections to India-example.
The UN & ICC are too criminal themselves to create a solution under given circumstances.
ICC must stay away from Africa!
ICC-employees only misuse Africa as a cover for their murder-games on EU-victims
who start a lawcase against a EU-country.
UN supports these murder-games of ICC.
There will never be a peaceful solution now the criminal behavior of EU-leaders is
also revealed by Wikileaks.
The media refuses to tell the complete truth, about AU, ICC...and Ivory-cost.
Thanks to Wikileaks we know 'that France-politicians have accepted criminal money for their politcial
party'.
This makes peace in Ivory-cost more complicated to achieve.
France must stay out!

India,
I think 'that you must do something unusual'!
Create a new thinking-pattern in Africa.
You must offer Ivory-cost to use your Election-computers for New elections.
I am right here, aren't I?
You have computers that can be taken into the rural country on the back of a scooter?
Most Indian-Country-Fooks have voted over a period of time for the general elections,
despite the large number of voters in India.

When you offer Ivory-cost your Election-method; fairness will have a
better chance!
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This email is also addressed to OTP of ICC.
I want ICC to be closed temporarily, now all employees prove to be warcriminals
themselves.
ICC-president refuses an investigation on the criminal behavior of mr Luis Moreno Ocampo;
they refuse to respond to all my letters of 15oct2010 & 2dec2010.
See www.desireestokkel.nl

I shall publish this email on www.newlegalframe.com
Desiree Stokkel
www.desireestokkel.nl
www.newlegalframe.com
www.nlfschool.com
when you don't want to receive my email inform me on
d.es.tokkel@online.nl
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